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Lower Plinth: Italian Walnut, Black or White Lacquered MDF

Upper Plinth: Black Polished Acrylic

Metal: Black anodised aluminium

Platter: Black Sustarin

FINISHES

Wow & Flutter: 0,1%

Rumble: -80dB

Speed: 331/3 e 45 rpm +/-0,1%

Speed Control: electronic with fine pitch control

Transmission: 70 shores rectified NBR rounded belt

Main Supply: 100/115/230V, 50/60Hz

Power Consumption: 20W max

Motor: 12 Volt High Torque synchronous externally powered

Platter: 45mm Ultra-Dead design in Sustarin

Platter Spindle: Split-Spindle™ clamping design

Platter Bearing: Tungsten 5mm ball bearing & adjustable brass seat

Tonearm: Gold Note B-5.1

Dimensions: 470mm W | 210mm H | 360mm D

Weight: 25Kg

MAIN DETAILS



www.goldnote.it/mediterraneo

Mediterraneo is powered by our best proprietary control system developed on a
Quadral-Core micro-controller and enhanced with an audio converter: the power
control reshapes the AC wave to perfectly drive the 12V synchronous motor and
cancel all vibrations while improving motor torque to deliver the greatest dynamic
and the finest detail.

The Power Supply Unit electronically control the 33rpm and the 45rpm mode and
the speed fine adjustment, storing the settings in memory.

Featuring a 60mm long bearing/spindle design with the best coupling tolerance
available on the market today: the spindle is made of the hardest carbon rectified
Steel to achieve perfect working fluidity.

The bearing system is made of polished Bronze and with a 1/100 mm tolerance
guarantees the smoothest platter rotation.

Ready to play out of the box, the bundle includes a dedicated Gold Note B-5.1
tonearm and a custom moulded transparent Dust Cover (easy to remove with our
proprietary hinges).

Mediterraneo shows the Italian flair and distinction of its strong Tuscan origins, a
turntable that combines pure beauty with the greatest attention to technical
perfection.

This turntable comes from our native tradition and goes far beyond the simple
musical dimension: it’s the result of our passion and dedication.

The 60mm curved plinth in aged Italian Walnut offers the quality of such a unique
material: exceptional elasticity, strength and high density. A material that is defined
by its strong connection with places (Tuscany), people (the local skilful craftsmen)
and technology (superior quality and technical construction).

Every detail of Mediterraneo enhance the turntable's ultra-rigid structure, resulting
in a refined technical innovation achieved through elegant, smooth lines.

INNOVATIVE POWER CONTROLTHE BEST ITALIAN TURNTABLE

HIGHLY PRECISION BEARING DESIGN

EASY TO SET UP

I can't emphasise this enough. I highly recommend this turntable to anyone looking for a
turntable in its price range, or above.

When I think of Italian high-end gear, I think style.

Mediterraneo's looks are exquisite, sound quality is excellent.

- Tom Lyle


